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A NEW CURRILUM IN TILL. SOCIAL SCIENCES

.This proposal describes a Learning Rescs-ces Center

and the development of an experimental instructional system

utilizing a broad bas.ed social science course specifically

designed for students from the intracity Trenton population.

PUBJ'OSE AND RATIONALE

Leprning Resources Center

The Learning Resources Center would develop a multi-

media approach to learning the basic literacy skills. The

Learning Resources Center's primary objectives are:

1) to increase, significantly, the number of minority

gr)up memberF from Trenton who enter Mercer County

Community C-Yllege (MCCC) and who are retained by

the community college.

2) to reduce, ii_gnificantly, the appalling withdrawal

rate of minority students at the community college

level.

3) to develop assessmeni7 techniques that accommodate

the inner'city population.

24.) to develop more relevant and.purposeful curricula

for students from center city.

5) to improve the effectiveness of teaching minority

students.
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In the belief that curriculum ivIprovement and teaching

are central to the development of other components the

center is initially targeted to a four-fold task.

1) To develop or to identify model programs of remedi-

ation for those high riak studentawho enter MCCC.

2) To identify successful curricula and tedthing tech-

niques developed on behalf .of minority-pc0Jerty-

students; and to give widest currency for their use

at MCCC.

3) To develop, as needed, new experimental programs

designed to change and improve educational p tterns

for minority-poverty students; and to make every

effort to have those programs integrated in the

regular college curriculum.

4) To conduct the research necessary for the effective

evaluation of those experimental programs

A Learning System

The learning system would present an integrated approach

to the broad fields represented by the social sciences includ-

ing anthropology, sociology, psychology, education, economics

and political science; in-pUts from the discussions of history

and geography would also be structured when appropriate. If

the initial course is successful, it would provide the model

for a wider based skills approach.
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The particular approach advocated for the system is

based on several defensible propositions:

1) Community college students must become ego involved

in their academic work if they are to be successful.

Regardless of the strength of their academic skills

involvement comes best through active participation

in all phases of a learning situation. The tradition-

al read-lecture-test approach to the social sciences

is not effective in the setting of the community

college, particularly in working with students who

may be weak in acamic skills and have limited

academio motivation.

2) A multi-media approach is sound since students tend

to make better learning progress when all avenues

of learning are utilized. Multiple instructional

methods will be more successful since the evidence

suggests that a var ning paLL:evns exists

among ethnic groups.

3) The social sciences must be structured around con-

temporary issues which are of paramount interest to

students. Traditional kinds of information can then

be presented within that context. The integrating

construction used to tie all the social science areas

together must be meaningful to the st,Idents.
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14) The material presented must cover basic inform-

ation which will equip the student for further

work in the social sciences; but, this inform-

ation mast be presented in ways accessible to

all students even though some may be in aca-

demic skills. This can be done through visual

and sound techniques as well as regulated read-

ing levels. The reading level can be controlled

without dilucing the information presented. The

content will function as a motivating technique

to develop the interest in reading and communi-

cating essential to learning.

The system will effectively counter the complaint

of minority and poverty groups who contend that

the irrelevance of many of tbe institutional

offerings J1-ibit ,7274_ The course

would provide for both the pragmatism of daily

inner city existence andt choOlsmanship

necessary for performance .il ollege courses.

6) The system, if successful, cotAld be viewed as

a model for future efforts o help minority

students gain access to higner education.

7) It would attenuatc?, the remed:al aspect and

emphasize the academic and component.
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8) The project will create a meaningful academic

program which will be avataable to residents

of Trenton's Model City Neighborhood, and

parallel the efforts of that program.

9). The course will contain built-in sensitivities

to the minority experience, with particular

sensitivity to the problems pecul:!.ar to life

in the intercity ghetto. It will not only be

relevant to this experience, but will also

stress academia skill and accomplishment.

10) It will ,uttempt to develop and utilize assess-

ment methods relevant to the studentc. -horri
.

they are applied and to the goals of to.e pro-

Exam. The evaluative criteria will contain a

true effort at accountability for those people

for whom education has been least accountable.

Virtually all specialists in the area of human growth
and deyelopment agree that one of the major tasks in the

development of mental ability is the establishment of one's

identity. The implications of this for members of any

minority group is overpowering. Concerned with the question

of "What can I become?" they are really. .,.;aying, "Who am 1?

How. did I get the way am? Where am I headed? How am I going
to get there?"



These natural concerns which are common to all people

can furnish the ideal approach to the integrated study of

the social sciences. Each area can be looked at from the

standpoint of how it helps to answer each of these questions.

The study of such a course naturally involves the student

since it concerns the very core of his being. Hopefully,

the course of study will provide the direction needed to

find tentative answers to those key questions; acid finally,

once he is involved in study, he will also absorb ancillary

learnings provided by the materials themselves.

The "Who am I?" construct will also provide continuous

opportunities for behavioral responses dciaanded as part of

this learning system. As the student searches for answers

to his own problems and for his own identity, he is not only

examining himself but the divers'e areas of society as well.

It may well provide an ideal answer for community colleges

which are confronted by f-ustating and baffling problems

of motivating and educating students who remain in the

system not because of their interest and ability to learn

but because of social pressures.

OUTLINE

The following outline shows the major areas to be

introduced by the system.



A Systems Approach to the Social Sciences

I. Introduction to the Social Sciences
1. Crises in Contemporary Society. What kind of a messWrii:=FITha-17-5.-±rethe major p-ressures on me? Whatcrises in society affect me directly? Am I reallyaware of how these crises affect me and my interests?
2. Methodology and Contribution of the Social Sciences.How can the social sciences helP-MgYProe theyrelevant to my real needs and concerns? What types ofproblems do the social sciences deal with? Can I usethis methodology to help myself? Might there be acareer for me in one of these fields?

II. Contemporary Society: Framework and Setting

3. Culture: Its Nature and Role. What is culture? Whatcan
7:-.6-53-7-6=11-.Eux---78-7T-telme about myself? Whatcan it tell me about where I came from?

4. Culture:_ Its Function and Transmission. What effectdoes ciature-TigVE7rifECT-FrOw is theailture insociety passed on from one generation to another?What effe(,-; has this process had on me and the wayI think ar,I. act?

5. American Cultures and Subcultures, What are themajor earmarks of the culture in which I live? Ama member of a subculture? Is there a youth culture?Is there a gap in the transmission of culture from:one generation to another. In America? How canunderstand better subcultures in American society?
6. Culture and Social Change. What changes do I wish to

Teei.17KirTie-14376a-7-6T1TEur-76-7-American society? Is rapidchange possible? Does the transmission of cultureprevent'rapid social change? How can I help bringabout changes: I feel are necessary?

III. Contemporary Society: Organization and Structure
7. Population: Growth and Mobility. How does population. IFoTiffi-Tesponsibility in thisarea? How does population shift to urban a'...-eas affectme? Should I become a part of this shift? What problemscan I expect to face if I move from place to place inAmerican society?



8. Social Organization: Urban & Rural Communities; Social
8-tratification. How does my life style differ from
that of those living in a different type of community?
What are the major problems of my community? Benefits?
ShoUld I go somewhere else? What so,;ial class do I
belong to? Can I move up? What effects does my class
have on me?

9, Human Groups: Ethnic and Racial. What groups do I
15-6"1-6-ng to. at affects do these groups have on me?
What are the characteristics of my group? How do these
characteristics differ from other groups? What relation-
ships between groups are involved? What effects do these
groups have on American society?

10. Human Groups: Small Group Dynamics. What small groups
am Tme-mber of? What do we know about the way small
groups behave? Does my behFvior change in a small
group? What are the characteristics of an effectively
functioning small group? Do small groups work better
with democratic or autocratic leadership? How can I
be most effective as a small group leader or member?

11. Human Groups: The Family. What are the special char-
acteristics of the family as the basic small group
in American society? What roles are played in the
family? What is my particular family role? Is my role
changing? What problems will I face in establishing
my own family group?

12. Education. What is the role of education in America
today? "What are the major problems facing American
education? What effect has my past school experience
had on'me? What are my present educational goals? Are
my educational plans realistic in light of a rapidly
changing society and work structure? How can education
prepare people better for the next few decades?

IV. Contemporary Society: The Role of the Individual

13. Growing Up in America. What is the usual pattern of
human growth and development from birth through adol-
escence? What problems have I encountered in the pro-
cess of growing up? How did I overcome them? What pro-
blems will my children face? How can adults best assist
children ,in overcoming their problems?
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14. Individual Ps cholotical Adjilstment. Is there such
a thing as normal behavior How do people see them-
selves and their world? What is my self concept? Is
it realistic? Can I change it? Do I pe::.eive my situ-
ation realistically? What mechanisms do I use to
support and extend my self concept?

15. Deviance and Social Pressures. What types of behavior
are considere=6,977EYEET"-57-Eociety in general? What
laws govern these behaviors? What social pressures?
What are my attitudes toward deviant behavior? What
social problems are caused both as a result of deviant
behavior and resulting social pressures?

16. Juvenile Delinquency, Drugs, and Crime. To what extent
are these problems prevalent in American society? What
are their causes? What can I do to avoid these problems
and help prevent their occurrence? Where can people
seek help? What kinds of help are available? What reformsin these areas are needed?

17. Personal Philosolphy and Morality. What values do I
accept? rs-my system of values consistent? Where did I
get my values? Do I believe that men are free? Am I
free to guide my own destiny? Or am I shaped by other
events and causes?

18. Religion. What part does my religion play in Americaniiic-3-f-e.ysiv In my group? In-my life? What ideas are various
religions based on? Am I tolerant in my views on various
religions and those who practice.them? What is the
relationship between church and state in America? What
place does religion have in education?

V. Contemporary Society: Economic Organization and Structure

19. The Nature of Economics and Competing Economic Systems,
at is the mportance of economics to me. *ow can it

help me plan my future? Where do I stand in the American
economic system? Do I receive my fair share of economic
goods? How can I improve my situation? What is the
American system? How does it work? What alternatives are
available? What is the best system?

20. The Problem of Economic Stability. How does economic
instability affect-E6Y-What are the nature and causes
of inflation and recession? How does each of these affect
me? How can I defend myself against economic disaster?
How can the -economy be stabilized? What is the signif-
icance of the stodk market?

1C
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21. Labor-Management Relations and Roles. What are the rolesplayed in the economy by labor and management? Where doI fit into this picture? Which represents my interests?What are the functions of labor union? Strikes? How
are corporations organized and managed?

22. The Problem of Poverty Amid Abundance. How much povertyexists in AmericaT BY-Whose definition? Am I in thiscategory? If so, how can I break out of it? Must therebe poverty in America? Why does poverty exist in themidst of great wealth? Can poverty be eliminated inAmerica? How does poverty affect me if I am not poor?
23. Ecology, the Consumer, and the Economy. Who is respon-sible for looking out for the environment and the con-sumer? Am I adequately protected? What can I do to helpin these areas? What will it cost to clean up the environ-ment in America? Where will the money come from?

VI. Contemporary Society: American Political Organization
24. The Role of Government: Who Rules Best? What are the

proper functions of government? What difference doesit make to me who rules? What are the different alter-
native forms of government? What would each mean interms of my own life?

25. The American Model of Democracy: The Constitution and=Supreme C571777TEEt's in the Mtion.-Trons.ow doesit affect my life? What guarantees are there for me inthe Constitution? What is the function of the SupremeCourt? Does it afford me any protection for my basicrights? What recent decisions have had a direct bearingon me?

26. The American Model of Democrac : Congress and theresidency. at does ongress do? How does it operate?TroWs it represent my thinking and the wishes of mygroup? Who represents me? What recent actions by Congressaffected me most directly? How is a president chosen?Do I have a real voice? What are the roles of the presi-dent?

27. The American Model of Democracy: State and Local Govern-ment. What functions do state constitutions serve? Whatare the functions of state and local government? How ismy state organized? What type of local government do Ihave? How-does it work? Does it serve my needs effect-
ively? Is it close to the people? What effect does It
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have on me? What are the major problems faced by.localgovernments as far as I,m concerned?

28. The American Model_af_pemacraca Political Parties andInterest Groups. What functions do political partiesand interest groups have? What are their differences?How can I affect what goes on in government most effect-ively? What is the value of political participation? Howcan I participate? What will it mean to me? What partiesor interest groups most closely represent my own interests?Which oppose my interests? Should I try to work withinor outside of the established political system?
VII. Contemporary Society: International Politics

e9. The World Community and the United Nations. Why arevarious countries in comnetition with each other? Howam I affected by what happens in other parts of theworld? How are they affected by what happens here? Whatis the function of the UN? Why should I support it?What are my attitudes toward the UN and other countriesbased on?

30. American Foreign Policy. What are America's goals ininternational polit= Can we go it alone? What areour major foreign policies? How do these affect me?What role should the.U.S. play in the future? Whatplace should war have in the future? Can I influenceforeign policy? How is it made? Should those who fightthe wars have a stronger voice in decisions?
VIII. Contemporary Society: The Search for Identity in a Worldof Change

31. The Problem of Violence in America. How can I under-stand and to some degree cuntro the rapid changesoccurring in society? What is my role in this periodof change? Helping to lead in a certain direction forthe change? Opposing change? Will social change occurgradually? Or is America approaching a violent change?What might be the direction of a violent change? Isviolence a part of American life? Is it increasing?How is 5t affecting me?

32. Who Am I? Having looked at myself from the viewpointof all the social sciences, do I know who I really am?What are my goals, interests, abilities, potentials,plans, values, etc? Do I have a plan by which I canget where I want to go? How can the social sciences
continue to help me?

12
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MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

The success of the Learning Resources Center is tiedto the Center's ability to purchase programed learningmaterials. Programed learning is basic to the operantconditioning principles and is concerned with structuringthe information in a manner so that students can unavoidablymake correct responses. Materials emphasize the intrinsicrewards that motivate.students by allowing the student tobe successful. A broad spectrum of these materials isessential to the Center's success. These materials, coupledwith the experimental curriculum developed by the Center, willbe selected and designed to provide assurance: (1) thatstudents wil be more readily motivated to learn materialthat is moanir-ful; (2) that stuaents can retain move inform-ation and quf:.e more skills if the material is sequentiallypresented

FUTURE COMPCNTE -TS

Serious thought will be dev,..)ted to the ac,7.opt...an of theLearning System to Computer Assisted Instruction. Once thefunctional model is operative, this type of instruction offersmany advantages over programed texts, since it can respondand make instant branchin[f decisions on the basis of studentresponses. Attention will also be directed to Computer BasedInstructional Management Systems which seem to have thepotential for providing each student with an optimum set ofeducational experiences. Since CBIM specifies behavioralchange, higher degrees of competence and concept formation,the Learning Systems in Social Sciences could easily bedovetailed into a CBIMS. However, serious development of thiscombined capability depends on the initial success in theevaluation of the primary system.

ACCOUNTABILITY

Educational Testing Service will design and implementan accountability study of the first experimental curriculumdeveloped by the Learning Resources Center. This study woulddetermine:

(1) if this curriculum serves the students for whichit was created.

(2) if the modes of measurement used in the programactually assessed the student's academic ability.

(3) if the learning.system which involves a multitude
of media and methods accomplishes its goals andobjectives.
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(4) if academic achievement significantly correlates
with future economic status and benefits.

(5) if there is a significant transfer of what has
been studied to solving personal and social
problems faced Dy an intracity resident.

m-lis study is vital to the success of the second phaseof this project. Progris have been amply funded for curri-
culum development, bat .le or no allotments have beenmade for evaluation. "Ye..lis final step which really deter-mines if the educationaa f_mp-icalLons, and desired changesare really happening.

The program describe. 11 heavily vested La
building continuous ongoiJ,7: evalL tion which will serve tcmonitor the success of the :ade:Ys as well as the :-oals andobjectives of that program.
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